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A CHARACTERIZATION OF CYLINDERLIKE SURFACES

CASSANDRA Cox

Introduction

In this paper we wish to characterize the rings whose spectra are cylinder-
like surfaces. We define these surfaces as follows.

DEFINITION 1. A cylinderlike surface is an affine, rational, nonsingular
surface, T Spec A, over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic
zero having the properties that A* k*, Pic T is torsion, and T contains a
nonempty subset U which is isomorphic to A C where C is a rational
curve. We will call a subset such as U a cylindrical open set.

Interest in these surfaces arose from a result of Miyanishi [M, Theorem 0],
which says that if T is a cylinderlike surface and Pic T 0, then T A2. In
certain applications of this result it is clear that Pic T is torsion and the main
difficulty is to show that Pic T 0. This led to the consideration of cylinder-
like surfaces. In general, Miyanishi’s theorem fails for these surfaces. In fact,
for any finite Abelian group G, there is a cylinderlike surface T with
Pic T G. Theorem 4.1 of this paper gives an algebraic construction of such
a surface. We are interested in the number of ways in which T can be chosen
for any particular G.

In an attempt to answer this question, we have been considering a certain
type of fibration on a cylinderlike surface.

DEFINITION 2. Suppose T Spec A is a cylinderlike surface. We say that
a morphism k[x] A gives a cylindrical fibration of T if for each a k the
fibre defined by x a is irreducible and if the complement of a finite set of
these fibres is a cylindrical open set.

One previously obtained result, which is due to Richard Swan and which
will be proved as Proposition 1.1 of this paper, says that if T Spec A is a
cylinderlike surface, then there are ol k, n Z+, and prime ideals Pi of
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A such that

k[s,t] cA c k
1

s, t,

fi ( s oli)
i=1

and (s oli) eini. Thus,

1T- V((s-ai)) =Speck s,t,

i=1

is a cylindrical open set and k[s] A gives a cylindrical fibration of T. We
wish to determine for which cylinderlike surfaces this cylindrical fibration is
unique. We hope that this will be useful in determining when two cylinderlike
surfaces are isomorphic. As a step toward this goal, this paper gives an
explicit description of the rings whose spectra are cylinderlike surfaces.

I. Preliminary results

This first section gives the proofs of several unpublished results of Richard
Swan and David Wright which will be used later in this paper.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let T Spec A be a cylinderlike surface and let U
A C be an open cylindrical subset of T. Then there are a k, n Z+, and
height one prime ideals Pi ofA such that

and

1
k[s,t] cA c k s,t,

f--l (s .i)
i=1

U Speck
1

s,t,
FI( 
i=1

( S Oli) e?i.

Proof [S]. By [I, Theorem 2.15, p. 124], T is pure of codimension 1. Thus,
there are height one prime ideals Pi such that T- U U ’=aV(Pi). Since
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Pic T is torsion, there are a A such that (ai) eini. Thus, for f 1-I=lai,
we have T- U V((f)) and U Spec Af.

Since C is rational, we have C c p1. By making C smaller if necessary we
may assume that C c A1. Then the argument above gives C Spec B where
B k[ s, 1/g(s)]. Thus, U Spec B[ ].
We now have Af B[t]. Let R A C B. Since f (Af)* B*, we have

f R and Rf Af c By Af n B B. Replace by fnt so that A.
Since A and B are normal, R is also normal. Thus, R is an intersection of
valuation rings of k(s). These are k[s-1](s-1) and k[s](p) where p is irre-
ducible. Since the intersection of all of these valuation rings is k, at least one
must be omitted from the intersection which forms R. Since k is alge-
braically closed, irreducible elements of k[s] are of the form s-a for
a k. Replacing s by 1/s if necessary, we may assume that k[s-1](s-1) is
omitted. If k[s](p) is also omitted, then p R* c A* k*. Thus,

R (’1
p irreducible

Since f R, we may take f I-I= l(S o/i) with (s oli) eihi. Thus,

k[s,t] R[t] cA cAf
1

Rf[t] k s,t, -I (s oli)
i=1

and

U Spec k s,t, r
H ( S Oli)
i=1

PROPOSITION 1.2 [W]. In Proposition 1.1, we have V((s oli)) A and
we have i k such that i Pi.

Proof Since A* k*, we have that k[s] c A induces a surjective mor-
phism rr: T A which, by a lemma of Miyanishi [M, Lemma 1] together
with the fact that Pic T is torsion, has the property that each fibre, when
reduced, is isomorphic to A1. Also, k[s, t] c A gives a birational morphism p:
T V Spec k[s, t]. For 1, 2,..., r, let L be the fibre in V defined by
S ai. Since rr: T - A factors through V, p-l(Li) is a fibre of 7r. Thus,

p-l(zi) V((s oli) ) A1.
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We also have that p is an isomorphism on U T- U 7=1V(($- ai)). If
p(V((s ai))) is not a point, then p is an isomorphism in a neighborhood of
V((S ai)) and we may take

U= T- U V((s aj)).
ji

Thus, we may assume that p(V((s- ai))) is a point corresponding to the
maximal ideal (s ai, t fli) and that fli Pi.

PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose

k[s,t] cA c k
1

s,t,

i=l

with (s ogi) eini for some n Z +. Then them is z e A such that

k[s,z] cA ck I 1 1S, Z, H (S Ogi)
ni>

Proof (adapted from [S]). Suppose n 1. Let al, a2,... aN generate A.
There are nonnegative integers m such that

1
(S al)mJaj k s,t, r

H ( S Ogi)
i=2

We use induction on Ev__ my to show that there is z A such that

1
a k s, z,

fi
for j= 1,2,...,N.

i2

Let D be the divisor corresponding to Px. If mx > O, then

S 01)ma
g(s,t)

r

H (S Oli)
i=2
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with vo(g) > O. Thus,

g(s,t) (s al)gl(s,t ) + (t fl)go(t)

with vz(t -/3) > 0. Since VD(S a1) n 1, we have that s a divides
t-flin A. Let

S O

Then k[s, z’] c A and

(S Ol)ml-la k
1

Thus, 2Y= mj is reduced and there is z A with

k[s,z] cA c k
1

SZ r

H(S
i=2

PROPOSITION 1.4. For T Spec A in Proposition 1.3, Pic T
LI Z/nZ.i=1

Proof Let U T- U =IV((s- ai)) and let D be the prime divisor
corresponding to Pi. By [H, Prop. 6.5, p. 133] together with the fact that
Pic U 0, we have that Pic T is generated by D1, D2,..., Dr" Let p" T V

Spec k[s, t] be the morphism given by k[s, t] A. Then p is an isomor-
phism from U to V- I,J=IV((s- ai)). Thus, if f k(s,t)* and if the
support of the divisor of f is contained in U ’=lV((s- ai)) in T, then the
support of the divisor of f is also contained in U’=IV((s- ai)) in V.
Therefore, f= 1-[=l(S- ai)el and the divisor of f is an element of
(nlD1, n2D2, nrDr). Thus,

Pic T
r(DI’ Dz" Dr) LI z/niZ.(nlDl’n2D2’""nrDr) i=1
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2. Divisibility by s a

Suppose that Spec A is a cylinderlike surface. Then we have

Ack s,t,

H (S OIi)
i=i

from Proposition 1.1. We begin the task of describing A by determining the
elements of k[s, t] which are divisible in A by s o/i for some particular i.
After a linear change of variable, we may assume that 1 and that
a =/31 0 where fll is given by Proposition 1.2. For this section, we let P
denote the height one prime ideal containing s which is given by Proposition
1.1, and we let D denote the prime divisor corresponding to P. Then by
Proposition 1.2 we have s, P and A/P k[] for some v A.
We wish to define two finite sequences. The first is a sequence, u

t, u2,..., Uq, of elements of k[s, t] with the properties

Uj+

j--1

U; ijSeO’j H Ui’j

i=1

and

UD( Uj+ I) > UD(U;J)"

The uj’s are used to define the second sequence, U1, U2,... Uq, of elements
of A which ends with AlP k[]. Then, in Proposition 2.1, we will use
these two sequences to determine when an element f of k[s, t] is divisible in
A by st.

First, we let

d0 VD(S) (2.1)

and

U t. (2.2)

Then we let d gcd(do, vo(ul)), n do/d1, m VD(Ul)/d and U

tnl/Sm’. Since nlvD(t) nlmld mlvD(s), the divisor of v is effective so
that v e A.
Now we suppose that e Z + and we assume that we have defined

djZ+ andvjAforj= 1,...,landuj+l ek[s,t]forj= 1,2,...,1- 1
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as follows. Let

dj gcd(dj_l, UD(Uj) ), (2.3)

d_
nj= dj (2.4)

and

UD(/gj)
mj dj (2.5)

Let aj, mj. Then, since gcd(nj, mj) 1, we have that, for 1, 2,..., j
1, there are integers a i, and bi, with

such that

0 <_ bi, < n (2.6)

ai+l, ai,jn bi,jm i. (2.7)

We let aj a l, and let

Uj aj (2.8)
S

Then the use of induction on k together with (2.7) gives us

k-1

ak, al,jnln2...nk_
_, bi,jmini+l...nk_ for k 1,2,...,j.
i=1

Thus, by (2.1), (2.4), and (2.5)we have

(2.9)

so that the divisor of vj is effective and vj A. We also assume that, for
j 1,2,...,I- 1, in A/P we have

yj k*. (2.10)

Now let e.,j mj for j 1, 2,..., l. Then, for 1, 2,..., j 1, there are
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unique integers ei, and e’. witht,j

such that

0 < ei, < n (2.11)

Let

e’. jn + ei,jmei+l,j t, (2.12)

eeo, 1,j (2.13)

Then the use of induction on k together with (2.12) gives us

k-1

ek,.i eo, jnln2...nk_ + ei,jmini+l...nk_ for k 1,2,...,j.
i=1

Thus, by (2.1), (2.4), and (2.5), we have

UD(U;J) UD Se,j H Ui’j

i=1
(2.14)

We assume that for j 1, 2,..., 1 there is a. k* such that

(2.15)

and we define

j-1

ei’j (2 16)Uj+ uTJ /jSeO’j H U
i=1

Induction on j together with (2.15) and (2.16) gives us that E{_IAiUD(Ui) <
vo(ui) whenever [A ( ni. Thus, by (2.11) and (2.14),

e0, > O, (2.17)

If AlP k[], then the sequences end. Otherwise, the following lemmas
will allow us to continue the sequences by showing that v-= /l k* and that
there is A k* such that

UD( uTI- ilSe’ll-ui’t)i=l > ,,,(uT’)

so that we may define Ul+ and, hence, dl+ and Vl+ 1.
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LEMMA 2.1. Let f k[s, t]. Then f E js"o,JI-I i= lU"J where k*
and where the txi, are nonnegative integers with Ixi, < ni yor 1, 2,...,
l-1.

O’i where Znonneg.Proof Consider H= lug ri Suppose j {1, 2,..., 1}
with %. > n. and r < n for j + 1,..., 1. Let r {j + 1,..., l} such
that r + 1 n for j + 1,..., r- 1 and either r + 1 < n or r 1.
Induction on r -j together with (2.16) shows that

lnju.j+.l ’r-1._l ..-rlAkseo, (j+l Ltr-1
k=j

ei, k liHU
i=1 i=k+l

Thus,

n

Hi= E ksO’k Hi’k

i=1 k=l i=1

where, for each k, Ixy, k < % and, by (2.11), Ixi, k < ni for j + 1,..., 1.
Therefore, induction on %. and -j gives the result.

LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that N and Ixl, ix2,...,ixt are integers with
vo(1-I=lui) VD(sN). Then there are integers Ul, V2,...,vt with Ixt nlPl
such that

1--I u
i=1

U
SN

H li

i=1

Proof. By (2.1), (2.4), and (2.5), we have Nnln2...ntd
E=liximini+l...nldl. Thus, induction on l- together with (2.7) shows
that there are integers b, with

nii Ixi bi,jj
j=i+l

and

UD UJ E jdi-lai,j.
j=i j=i
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Thus, by (2.8),

I-I ?
i=1 S

N

and nlv il

LEMMA 2.3. In AlP, deg(//) < 1.

Proof By Proposition 1.2 we have that AlP k[] for some v A.
Since, by Proposition 1.1,

A c k s, t,
1

15
i--1

we have that there is F k[s, t] with

V
F

Since v P, we have VD(F) UD(SM). We write 1-I=2(S Oli)Mi sg(s) + Ol

with g k[s] and a k*. Then

FUD(’- av ) vD
sg(s)F

sMI-I (s oli) Mi
i=2

Thus P/sM= ol) in A/P and we may assume that v F/sM.
Let

n

F E js’j I-I Ui’j

j=l i=1

as in Lemma 2.1. Let

m=nn VD SIO, I-Iui,J
i=1
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let

J jlvo s*’’ I-Iu"’ m
i=1

and let

Fo E jStO’j HUi’j and F E jStz’j YI ui,j.

jj i=1 jj i=1

Induction on shows that if j and k are elements of J with ]1, tt,k, then
/xi, zi, k for 0, 1,..., 1. Thus, for distinct elements j" and k of J,
we may assume /x,j. 4:/xt, k. Now F F0 + F with VD(F1) > rn and vo(F)
>_m.

If vo(F) m, then, since VD(F) Vo(sM), we have

Thus, in AlP,

j SM-I,]

By Lemma 2.2, we have integers /i,j with Ej. jsc.I-I= 1’i’j and with
ntvt, tXl, so that vt, > 0. By (2.10), Ejj’j.v , for some ’. k*.
Therefore, deg()= 1.

If vo(F) > m, then vo(Fo) > m. We wish to choose q’i znnneg SO that

m + E vo(u’’) Nvo(s)
i=1

for some N Z. By (2.9), this can be done by fixing k J, letting ’/’i
O’iVD(S) + bi, IZi, k for 1,2,..., 1, and letting T O’IUD(S) 27 nt-

i Then vD(gFo)tZl, k where r Z is chosen so that "/’i > 0. Let g Yl lui.
> VD(g) + rn NVD(S). Therefore, in A/P, we have 0 gFo/sN. As above,

N E gjVl" Vl’J
S jj

for some srj. k* and some nonnegative integers b’l, with nlb’l, l,j 27 Tl"
Thus, for distinct elements j and k in J, since/z, 4:/zt, k, we have vt, 4: Vl, k.
By (2.9)we have v-4: 0. Therefore, deg(//) 0.
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LEMMA 2.4. If deg(//) 0 in AlP, then

1.}o lTl i ,S eO’l HUi’l > l’}O( l7l )
i=1

for some A k*.

Proof Let F=F0+F and J be as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Fix r
and p in J so that /zt, >/zt, and /zt, p < t, for all j J. Then for j J
we have

l’)O S’J HUi’j m vD Std’O’r H l’i’r

i=1 i=1

Induction on k together with (2.1), (2.4), (2.5), (2.12), and (2.13) gives us
that, for k 1, 2,..., l, there is an integer rk, with

with

and

nk (/.t,o, O,r)nan2 nk_

k-1

-Jr- E (]’i,j tZi, r)mini+l nk-1 E ek,iYi,
i=1 i=k+l

mk [’l’k,r [Ul’k,j q- E ek,iT"i,j
i=k+l

[d" k, [d" k, if" E ek, i’l’i,
i=k+l

/d’O,j /d’O,r -}- E eO, kTk,j"
k=l

nk’rk,

Since ]dbl, >_. Id, l,j and nk >/xk, for k 1, 2,..., 1, the second equation
gives us zk, > O. Since /xt, p </Zl, we have rt,, > ’1,i. Thus, by (2.15) and
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(2.16), we have

Fo E jSlO’j VI 1,i,j

jj i=1

jjJ se’l i=lNl’li’l slo’r k---lI-I kk (b/k- I-I uk’r-nk’rk’j

k=l

S IJ, O, FI l l, n ’l, p S O’ l
i=1 i=1

+

where ’j k* and v9(G) > m. Since deg(//) 0, we have, from the proof of
Lemma 2.3, that vz(Fo) > m. Therefore,

UD
ei, ( bll ) "rl,p-’rl,jj SeO’l I-Iu

i=1

> m vo SO’r I-I Ui’r I’l’r-nl’rl’p UD(UI) ’I’p

i=1

Thus, there must be ’t k* such that UD(UI- llSe’lI-II-Iuei’l)i= > UD(Ul)"
The above lemmas allow us to form our sequences Ul, U2,...,u and

v a, v2,..., v as follows. Suppose that, for j 1, 2,..., l, we have defined u.
and v. as in (2.2), (2.8), and (2.16). Then, by Lemma 2.3, deg() < 1 in AlP.
If deg(//) 1, then AlP k[], and the sequences end. If deg() 0, then
(2.10) is satisfied for v and, by Lemma 2.4, (2.15) is satisfied for ut. Thus, we
can define ut+ to be u’]’-ilSe’lI-I-Ui’l and, consequently, define dl+
and vt+ so that the sequences continue.

LEMMA 2.5. There exists q Z + such that the sequence 1;i, U2,’’’, U ends
with AlP k[].

Proof Suppose that for j" 1,..., l, we have defined u. and v as in (2.2),
(2.8), and (2.16). Let F F0 + F and J be as in the proof of Lemma 2.3.
We must have /xt, > 0 for some j J, for if not, then F0 sl-ll-ui=
and, thus, vD(Fo) m < UD(F1). Therefore, VD(F) m and, as the proof of
Lemma 2.3, :I-I l-i= yi where the b’ are given by Lemma 2.2. By (2.10),
this contradicts the fact that AlP k[ ]. Now since/z l, > 0 for some j, we
have that VD(U) < m < VD(F). By (2.15), (2.16), and Lemma 2.4, the se-
quence ul, u2,...,u has the property that vD(u+)> Vl(UTJ). Thus, the
sequence must end before VD(Ul) > VD(F). If the sequence ends with Uq,
then by Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4, we have deg() 1 so AlP k[].
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For the remainder of this section we will assume that q Z+ with

AlP k[].

LEMMA 2.6.
2.1. Then

Let f k[s, t] and let f Ej= ljStZ’JVI lUi’j as in Lemma

Proof Let

and let

J Jlvo slO’J VI Ui’j

i=1

As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we have g k[s, t], N Z +, srj k*, and
distinct vj Znnneg such that VD(g) + m UD(SN) and g-g-f/sN EjjjUq
Thus,-/sN 4:0 and UD(f) UD(SN) VD(g) m.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f k[s, t] and let M Z. Then f/sM A if and
only iff/si k[ I] where

I= i=1 0 < < n fori < q 0 < ].q andvD u > UD(SN)
SN i=1

Proof If z is an element of I, then the divisor of z is effective. Thus,
k[I] c A. If f/sM is an element of A, then UD(f) > UD(SM). Thus, f/sM
k[I] by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.6.
The last lemma of this section gives an additional property of the sequence

Vl V2... Vq.

LEMMA 2.7. Let q Z + with A \ P k[]. Then q > 1 and dq_ 1.

Proof. Let m be the ideal of A generated by P and Vq. Since Spec A is
nonsingular and the subvariety V(P) has codimension one, we have that
V(P) has one local equation in a neighborhood of the point corresponding to
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m. Let the equation be x/y where x, y A and y ff m. Then vo(x)= 1.
Since PAm (x/y)Am, there are elements z and w of A with w rn such
that s (x/y)(z/w). By Proposition 1.1,

f g
x and z

i=2 i=2

Since xz/s yw q m, we have UD(fg)= UD(sR+Q+I). As in the proof of
Lemma 2.3, there is a k* such that, in A \ P,

S sR+Q +1

Let

n q

f E jSO’j HUi’j

j=l i=1

P q

and g E kSO’O’k HUi’k

k=l i=1

as in Lemma 2.6. Let

M n Uo StxO,j HUi’j M2 n Uo S O’O,k H Ui
J i=1 i=1

,ri,, M2J J[VD S"’J HUi’j M and K klvo S’’l H Ui
i=1 i=1

Then as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, for j J and k K we have
Znonneg with nl vj, k =/xl, + trl, e and with

.-’’Pj,XZ E Oj kUqS
jJ,kK

Since xz/s q m, we must have
this j, we have Id, l,j 0 and

0 for some j e J and k K. Thus, for

1 Vo(X) too(f) Vo(S1) too S*,,-1 Ui,,

Since, by Proposition 1.3, we may assume vo(s) > 1, we must have q > 1.
Also, by (2.1), (2.4), and (2.5), we have that dq_ divides vo(s) and dq_
divides vo(ui) for 1,2,..., q 1. Thus, dq_ 1.
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3. Construction of a ring with a cylinderlike spectrum

In the previous section we began with a cylinderlike surface, Spec A, and
found a subset I of k[s, t, l/s] with the property that f/sM A if and only
if f/sM k[I]. In this section we wish to define a finite subset J of
k[s, t, l/s] with the property that Spec k[J] is a cylinderlike surface. To
define J, we wish to form a sequence, u1, u2,..., Uq, of elements of k[s, t]
and a sequence, t 1, v2,..., vq, of elements of k[s, t, l/s] which have the
properties of the two sequences of section 2. We begin with an integer q with
q > 1; ’1, A2,-.., Aq-1 k*; and do, to1, to2,..., toq z+" We want to de-
fine J so that there is a prime divisor D on Spec k[J] with vo(s)= do and
vo(u) oi and so that u+ u’- ijSeo,JI-I j-li=lui,j for some n, ei,
Znneg. Thus, from Proposition 1.3, (2.15), and Lemma 2.7, we require that

do > 1 (3.1)

and that if, for j 1, 2,..., q, we let

d/. gcd(dj_l, toj), (3.2)
dj_

n/.= d. (3.3)

and

to/.
m/.= d--]’ (3.4)

then

toj + > n/.to/. (3.5)

and

dq_ 1. (3.6)

Given these conditions, by (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4), we have, for 1, 2,...,
j- 1, that gcd(ni, mi) 1. Thus, we may define integers ei,/. and e,/. as in
(2.11), (2.12), and (2.13). As in (2.14),

j-1

eo,/.do + ei,jto n/.to/. (3.7)
i=1

and, as in (2.17),

e0,/. > 0. (3.8)
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We let

Ul=t (3.9)

and, for j 1, 2,..., q 1, we define

j-1

Uj+I U; ljSe’’ H Ui’j (3.10)
i=1

so that u k[s, t]. For j 1,2,..., q- 1 we let ai, m and for
1, 2,..., j 1, we define integers ai, i, and bi, as in (2.6) and (2.7) and we let
a al, i. Then as in (2.9), we have

j-1

E bi,ji + niooi aido. (3.11)
i=1

Now we define

Uj sa (3.12)

and

u (3.13)Wj sOOj

Thus, v and w are elements of k[s, t, 1/s]. By (3.1), (3.2) and (3.6) there is
an integer p with 0 < p < q such that dp 1 and d > 1 for 0, 1,...,
p 1. Let c and c’ be the unique integers with

0 C < n (3.14)

c’insuch that, if c’ 1 then ci+p+l

in (2.9)
--cim and let co Then as1

P

E CiOOi codo + 1.
i=1

(3.15)

We now define

P

sCo (3.16)
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SO that x is also an element of k[s, t, l/s]. Finally, we let

El= {jeZ[1 <j<qandni4= 1} (3.17)

and we define

J= {s,t,X, Uq} LJ {uj,Wj+llj -}. (3.18)

LEMMA 3.1. Let M Z and for 1, 2,..., q, let /.i znnneg with
7=l[.giOOi Mdo. Let vo 7=1io)i Mdo. Then there are integers 12i with
Vq Iq such that

q

xVoH Ui.sM i=1

Furthermore, if iq 12, then 12i--]di and if vo
j + 1,...,q, then 12i-- 0 for =j,j + 1,...,q.

=0 and ]db =0 fori=j,

c
Proof. Let p, C Z be as in (3.15) and, for =p + 1, p + 2,..., q, let

0. Then by (3.15), we have

q

E (i.i- 120Ci)OOi--- 120 + Mdo
i=1

12o(codo + 1) do(M- VoCo).

Induction on q together with (3.3), (3.4), (2.7), and the fact that m
shows that there are v Z such that

ai,

i-1

E (j- 12oCj)mjnj+l ni -]" (I,i- 12oCi)mi
j=l

q

+ E 12j(ai,jni- bi,jmi) nan2 ...ni(M- 12oCo)
j=i+l

and

and

nil2 (t.$i- 12oi)
q

E bi,j12j
j=i+l

q

_
12ial,j

j=l

M- 12oCo
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Thus, by (3.12) and (3.16),

q

i=1 sM

Also, from above, Cq 0 and by (3.3) and (3.6) we have nq 1 SO that
Vq q. Similarly, if < q and fl, then by (3.17) n 1 so by (2.6) and
(3.14) we have bi, 0 and c 0 so that /2 /.t i. If U0 0 and /.t 0 for
i=j,j+ 1,...,q, then induction on q-i shows that ui=O for i=j,
j+l,...,q.

LEMMA 3.2. Let J be given by (3.18). Then 1/s q k[J].

Proof By (3.9), by (3.11) and (3.12), by (3.13), by (3.15) and (3.16), and by
(3.18) we have that the elements of J are all of the form

q

SM

with M Z, ].t Znnneg, and Y’.=ll.titOi >__. Mdo. Thus, the elements of k[J]
are all of the form f/sa where

R q

f E (js*’’ I-I Ui’’

j=l i=1

with I.Li, Znnneg, ’j k* and, for each j,/x0, do + E= llZi, jtOi >--. Mdo.
An argument similar to the one used in Lemma 2.1 together with (3.5) shows
that we may assume /zi, < n for 1,2,..., q- 1. By (3.8), (3.9), and
(3.10), we have

q q

I-I UIi’j t’rj sg( S, t) where r. E I-ti,jnln2 ni-1"
i=1 i=1

Induction on shows that if rj rt, then ].ti, [.Li, for 1, 2,..., q. Thus,
if f sN, then N > M. Therefore, 1/s k[ J].

PROPOSn:ION 3.1. Let J be given by (3.18) and let B k[J]. Then Spec B
is nonsingular and the divisor of s is doD for some prime divisor D. Also, if

fl, then u is not an element of any maximal ideal of B which contains s.
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Proof Since B1/s k[s,t, 1/s], we have that Spec B is nonsingular at
any point of Spec B V(s). Let P be a height one prime ideal containing s.
We wish to find a set of generators for P. Let be the least element of 1). By
(2.6), (2.11), and (3.17), we have bi, --ei, 0 for i= 1,2,...,l- 1 and,
thus, by (3.12), (3.9), and (3.10), we have

l-1

SalUI bl E iiSeO’i
i=1

Since at, rnt > 0, we have, by (2.6) and (2.7), that at
fore, by (3.8), P.
For j 1,2,...,q, let

al, > 0o There-

. {i llli < j}. (3.19)

If fy, then by (2.6), (2.11), (3.14), and (3.17)we have ei, bi, c O.
NOW we use induction to show that, for j e f, there is y e k* such that

v. yj P. With remaining as the least element of f, we have, by (3.5),
(3.7), and (3.11), that tot+ > ntto eo, tdo atdo. Thus, by (3.10), (3.12),
and (3.13) we have

( UI i1) do U tlSat do d

sat sat stOl+ 1--aldo PWI+

Thus, u i P and we let Yt At. For j 1, 2,..., q, we have, by Lemma
3.1 and by (3.7) and (3.11), that there are integers o-i, and Pi, such that

and

H ubii,j+ei,
12j H uTi’Jsaj-eo, (3.20)

H ldi obi,j

-j H Vi’j

SdOaj- njooj
fZj

(3.21)

Suppose that j f with j > l. Then, by (3.10), (3.12), and (3.13), we have

Dj- Aj H 1)Ti’J)
do

saj

fj
+1"

do
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For 12., the induction hypothesis gives us )’i k* with u
Thus, v P and so

(uj hji12Ur’,J)d PBp.

Therefore,

vj y. P where yj A. I-I ]/i,j k*.
i 12j

-TiP.

Now suppose j 12 and j 4: q. Let r be an integer with r > j such that
nk 1 for k j, j + 1,..., r 1 and either r f or r q so that u

_
J

by (3.18). Then, by (3.19), f, f. for k j,..., r and, by (3.10),

r-1
ei,It bl E ik S

eO’ H bl

k=j 12k

By Lemma 3.1 and (3.15), there are integers 7- such that

H l,lid
[p+

Scd+ H
p+

Thus, by (3.16), xd SI-I 1"1 +1/’}/"ri and, since u P, we have x P.
Let o-i, be given by (3.20). el3hen, by Lemma 3.1, and by (3.12), (3.13), and

(3.7), there are vi, j, k Z with v0,y, g > 0 such that

(Hubii,Jt lgr’t- EikSeO, k HUi,k

\ j k =j -j
v= saj

r-1

xVO’j’r( H lfli’j’r) lvr’j’r’J[- E Ak xvO’j’k H ui’j’k’t-Aj H uTi’J
l-y k =j+ 1 ll

Since, for f, there is no maximal ideal which contains both s and ui, we
have that v is regular on Spec B and, hence, vj B. Also, since x P and
Ui ")/i P for fl., we have vy Yy P where y. ljrlij’)/i,j k*.
Thus, for j 1, 2,..., q 1, vy is not in any maximal ideal containing s.
By Lemma 3.1 and (3.13), for j 1, 2,..., q, there are integers /xi, such

that

J

Wj H l.)i’j (3.22)
i=1
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so that %. is regular on SpecB and %.B. Also, for j4:q, we have

w. 6y P where 6. I"Ii=l]zi’j . k*. Let q I-Ii’)t[Ji’q where the Pi, q
are given by (3.21). By (3.3) and (3.6), we have nq 1 so that, by (3.12),
(3.13), and (3.21), we have

Udq qWq Wq ( NUi,q--q) (3.23)

If q 1 12, let I be the ideal generated by

S t, X, U qWq
I,..) U "Y j -} I,.) {Wj+ aj+ llJ "q-1}"

If q-1 fff, let I be the ideal of B generated by {s,t,x}u{vj-yj,
W/l 6/1.i f}. In either case, I c P and, by (3.18), B/I k[] so that
I is a height one prime ideal. Thus, I P.
Now, to show that Spec B is nonsingular at any point of V(s), we let rn be

a maximal ideal containing P. Since u [ rn for < q, we have, by Lemma
3.1 and (3.9), that s and are elements of (x)Bm. By (3.10), (3.12), and (3.20),
we have, for j 1, 2,..., q 1, that

( I--I ubii’J)uj
-j S aj

+1

which is in (x)Bm by (3.5), (3.11), and Lemma 3.1. Using induction, we have
vj Tj (X)Bm. Thus, by (3.22), w (x)B and, by (3.23), Vqa0 qWq

(x)Bm. Therefore, PBm (x)Bm.
Since B/P k[], and PBm (x)Bm, we have mBm (x, Vq ()B for

some ff k. Let rh mBm. Then dim(rh/rh2) < 2 dim Bm. Therefore,
Spec B is nonsingular at the point corresponding to m. Since PBe (x)Be
and since, by Lemma 3.1, there are integers 0 such that s xdI-Iifu.Ot
with u [ P, we have that the divisor of s is doD where D is the prime
divisor corresponding to P.

4. A characterization of cylinderlike surfaces

In this section we combine the results of the previous two sections to give
an explicit description of the rings whose spectra are cylinderlike surfaces.

THEOREM 4.1. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
Spec A is a cylinderlike surface over k if and only if A k[J] where J is a
subset of frac(k[s, t ]) defined as follows. Let r Z + and for 1, 2,..., r,
let ai, [i k with og 4: Olj for 4: j; let qi Z with qi > 1; let A1, i,
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/2, i," lqi, - k*; and let do, i, O01, i, tO2, i, O)qi, .Z + such that, for each
i, and for j 1,2,..., qi, we have that A.,i, do, i, and toj, satisfy (3.1), (3.5),
and (3.6). For each i, let Ul, t- i and for j 1,2,...,qi, define
uj, i,v,i,w, i, x and Ji as in (3.10), (3.12), (3.13), (3.16), and (3.18) using
s- a instead of s. Define J to be 13 =lJi In this case PicSpec A
LI 1Z/do, iZ"

Proof Suppose that J is defined as above and that A k[ J]. Let
T Spec A. Then T is an affine, rational surface over k. Note that Ji c
k[s, t, 1/s ai]. Let f I-I=a(S ai). Since A c k[s, t, 1/f], we have that
T contains the open cylindrical subset

U= T- V((f)) Speck[s,t,1/f].

Let A k[Ji] and let fi I--Ij4i(s olj). By Lemma 3.2, 1/(s ol i) . A i.

Thus, 1/(s oi) (Ai)fi Afi and so 1/(s ai) A. Therefore,
A* k*.
To show that T is nonsingular, let f= FI=l(S- ai) as before. Since

Af= k[s,t, 1/f], we have that T is nonsingular on T- LI=IV((s- ai)).
Again, let

Z k[J/] and fi I-I (s a).
jvai

Let T/= Spec Ai. Since A cA car, (Ai)e,j, we have a morphism Pi:
T --. T/ which is an isomorphism from V(())) to T/- V((fi)). By Propo-
sition 3.1, T/ is nonsingular and the divisor of s o on T/ is do, iCi for some
prime divisor Ci. On T,

V((S Oli) ) I’ V((fi)) ,
so T is nonsingular at any point of V((s ai)) and the divisor of s a on T
is do, iDi for some prime divisor D on T. Thus, by Proposition 1.4, Pic T
LI =lZ/d0,iZ. Therefore, T is a cylinderlike surface.
Conversely, suppose that Spec A is a cylinderlike surface. Let r Z+ be

given by Proposition 1.1 and, for 1,2,..., r, let ai, i " k be given by
Proposition 1.1 and Proposition 1.2, respectively. Let Pi be the prime ideal
given by Proposition 1.1 and let D be the prime divisor corresponding to Pi.
For 1,2,..., r, let do, UDi(S ol i) and let tOl, VDi(t fli ). For each
i, we have qi Z with qi > 1 given by Lemma 2.5; we have a sequence,

UI, t- i, UE, i,...,Uqi, i, of elements of k[s,t] given by (2.16) and the
discussion following Lemma 2.4; and we have a sequence, Vl, i, U2, i,... Uqi,
of elements of A given by (2.8) and such that A/P k[v,] by Lemma 2.5.
Let AI, i, A2, i,... Aqi, be the elements of k* given by (2.15) and Lemma 2.4
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and, for j 1, 2,..., qi, let Okj, UDi(Uj, i) Z +. By Proposition 1.3, we may
assume that the do, satisfy (3.1). For each i, we have, by (2.15), (2.16), and
Lemma 2.4, that the %,i satisfy (3.5) and we have, by Lemma 2.7, that the
dq_ 1, satisfy (3.6). Thus, we may define J as in the statement of the theorem.

Let

qi

YI
j=l

Ii
(S Oli) N

.0 <__ ia, < nj, for j < qi, 0 <_ t.l, qi and

for 1,2,..., r. By Proposition 2.1, f(s, t)/(s- Oli)M A if and only if
f(s, t)/(s ai)t k[Ii]. By (3.9), by (3.11) and (3.12), by (3.13), by (3.15)
and (3.16), and by (3.18), Ji c Ii. Thus, k[J] A.

Let I 13 ’=1Ii By Proposition 1.1, an element of A has the form

f(s,t)

fi ( S Oli) Mi
i=1

We have

f(s,t) 1 f(s,t)

(S Oli) Mi
Olr Oll (S O1) MI-1 H (S Oli) Mi

i=1 i=2

f(s,t)

for r > 1. Thus, induction on r and on M and M shows that A k[I]. Let

qi

lq
1=1

S Oli) N
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be an element of Ii. By Lemma 3.1, there are integers zj with zo, ’qi
that

>_ 0 such

where, for each i, -i is given by (3.17). By Proposition 3.1, there are no
maximal ideals containing both s- o/i and v.,i. Thus, z is regular on
Spec k[J] and, hence, z k[J ]. Therefore, A k[J ].
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